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A  

abide ability absence absent absolute abstract 

abundance abundant accept acceptance access accessible 

accommodate accommodation accompany accomplish accomplishment accordingly 

accumulate achieve achievement acquaint acquaintance acquire 

acquisition activate ad adapt add addition 

additional address adequate adjust adjustment administration 

administrative administrator admission admit adopt adoption 

advance advancement advantage adventure advertise advertisement 

advertiser advertising advice advise adviser advisor 

affect affiliated affirm affix afford agenda 

agent agreement airline album alcoholic allegation 

allege allergic allergy alleviate allocate allowance 

allure alternate alternative amateur ambiguous amend 

amendment ample anniversary announce announcement annual 

anonymous anticipate anticipation antique anxious apartment 

apologize apology apparent appeal appealing appearance 

appetite appetizer appliance applicant application apply 

appoint appointment appreciate appreciation apprentice approach 

appropriate approval approve approximately architect architecture 

arena arise arouse arrange arrangement array 

arrival arrive artificial artist artistic aspect 

assemble assembly assign assist assistance assistant 

associate association assume assumption assurance assure 

astonish atmosphere attach attachment attain attempt 

attend attendance attention attentive attorney attribute 

auction audience auditorium authentic author authority 

authorize autograph automate automatic automatically automation 

avenue aware  

B  

bachelor bacteria baggage bake bachelor ban 

banquet bargain barricade barrier bartender base 

basic batch beach belongings bench beneficial 

benefit beverage bid bill binding biography 

blanket blizzard board boast boil bonus 

book boost branch brand breakthrough breathtaking 

breeze brew bridge broadcast brochure broker 

buffet 

C  

cabin cafeteria calculate calculation 

calculator camera campaign campus candidate canvas 

capability capable captain capture carnival cart 



carton carve cashier catalogue catastrophe catastrophic 

category cater cathedral caution cautious certificate 

certify chair chairman challenge champagne characteristic 

charge charitable charity checkout checkup chef 

chemical chess chilly chop chronic circumstance 

claim clarification clarify clause client climate 

clinic closure club coast coincide collaborate 

collaboration colleague collect collection collector combination 

combine commentator commercial commission commit commitment 

committee commodity communicate communication communicative community 

commute compartment compensate compensation compete competition 

competitive competitor compile complete compliance compliment 

component compose composition comprehend comprehensive compromise 

compulsory conceal concede concentrate concentration concession 

concise conclude conclusion condition conditional conduct 

conductor conference confidence confident confidential confine 

confined confirm conflict conform congratulate connection 

consecutive consensus consent consequence consider considerable 

considerate consideration consolidate constant constitution constitutional 

construct construction constructive consult consultant consume 

consumer consumption contact contagious container contaminate 

contemporary content contentment contest continual contract 

contribute contribution contributor controversial controversy convene 

convenience convenient convert convince cooperate cooperation 

coordinate coordination cope cordially corporate corporation 

correspondence correspondent cottage council counsel counselor 

courtesy crew critic critical criticism criticize 

crowd cruise cubicle cuisine cure curious 

current curriculum custom customer 

D  

damage deadline deceive deceptive declare decorate 

decoration decorative dedicate defect definite delegate 

delegation deliberate delicious delighted deliver delivery 

demand demolition demonstrate demonstration dental depart 

department departure deposit depreciate describe description 

deserve  design designate designer desirable desire 

dessert destination destruction detach detail detain 

deteriorate determination determine devastating device diagnose 

diagnosis diet diligent dimension dine dip 

direction director disadvantage disappointed disaster discard 

discount disease dishwasher dismiss display dispose 

dispute disregard disruption dissatisfied distance distinct 

distinction distinctive distinguish distract distribute distribution 

distributor district disturb disturbance diverse diversity 

division document documentary dominate donate donation 

donor dorm dormitory downtown draft drastic 

drawback dressing drizzle drought duplicate durability 

durable dwell dweller 



E  

eagerly earthquake edit edition editor extract 

educator effect effective elect election electrical 

electricity electronic elegant element eligibility eligible 

eliminate eloquent emission emit employ employee 

employer employment enclose enclosure encounter encourage 

encouragement enforce enforcement engage engagement enhance 

enlarge enquire enquiry enroll ensure enter 

enterprise entertain entertainment entrance entrepreneur envelope 

epidemic episode equal equation equipment equivalent 

errand escort essence essential establish estate 

evacuate evacuation event eventual evidence evident 

exaggerate exaggeration executive exempt exhibit exhibition 

exit expand expansion expect expectation expert 

expertise expiration expire explicit explore expose 

exposure express expression extend extension extra 

F  

fabulous facilitate faculty fad fairly 

familiar fancy fantastic fare farewell fascinating 

fashion fashionable fasten fatal fatigue fax 

feasible feast feature fee feedback ferry 

firm fit flat flavor flaw flood 

flooding fluctuate fluent focus fog foggy 

follow forbid forbidden forecast format formula 

forthcoming found foundation founder franchise freeway 

freeze frequency frequent frozen fry fulfill 

function functional fund furnish furnished furniture 

G  

gallery garage garden gasoline gate gather 

gathering general genuine graduate graduation grand 

graphic grill guarantee guest guide guideline 

gym      

H  

hack hacker hail handicraft handle 

head headquarters heal heating heritage hesitate 

highway hillside hire historian historic historical 

honeymoon hospitality host housing hurricane 

I  

idle ignore illustrate illustration image immense 

impartial imperative implement implication implicit imply 

impose incentive incidence incidental incline inclusive 

incomplete inconvenient incorporate incur indicate indication 

indicative indicator individual induce industrial industry 

inevitable infant infect infection infectious inferior 

influence inform informative ingredient inhabit inflammation 



initial initiate inject injection injure inhabitant 

innovative input inquire inquiry insist innovation 

insistent inspect inspector inspiration inspire insistence 

institute institution instruct instruction instructor install 

insurance integral integrate intend intense insufficient 

interchange interfere interrupt interruption intersection intention 

interview intricate introductory invalid invalidation interval 

investigate investigation invitation invite invoice inventory 

irrelevant issue item itinerary 

J  

jam join journalist 

K  

kitchen  

L  

label labor ladder landlady landlord 

landscape landslide lane lapse laser last 

launch lawn lawyer leadership leaflet league 

leak lease lecture lecturer legitimate liability 

liable license lightning list load lobby 

local locate location lotion lounge loyal 

loyalty lucrative luggage luxury 

M  

machinery mainly maintain maintenance majority manage 

mandate mandatory mansion manufacture management managerial 

market marketing marvelous master manufacturer marginal 

mechanic mediate mediation medical match matter 

member membership memo memorandum medieval melt 

menu merchandise merchant merge memorial mention 

minimal minimum minor minority merger merit 

mixture mode model modification mission mix 

monotony morale multiple museum modify monitor 

mutual 

N  

negotiable negotiate negotiation negotiator napkin newscast 

newscaster nominate nomination notable notation novice 

nutrition nutritious notice notify 

O  

objective obligate obligation obey object objection 

occasional occupation occupy oblige observe occasion 

opera opportunity option occur ongoing opening 

organization organize orientation orchestra ordinary organic 

outbreak outfit overall origin original originate 

overlook oversee oversight 



P  

package paddle pamphlet 

participant participate participation pan parcel partial 

passenger passion passionate particular particularly partition 

patron patronize peak patent patience patient 

per perform performance pedestrian peel penalty 

persistent personal personnel permission permit persist 

pharmacy photographer photography persuade pharmaceutical pharmacist 

plan plant platform physician pilot pioneer 

plentiful plenty plug pleasant pleased pleasure 

poll porcelain porter poem poet poetry 

possession pot potential portrait position possess 

precaution precede prefer pottery pour practitioner 

premium prescribe prescription preference preliminary premiere 

preservation preserve president presence present presentation 

previous primarily primary prestigious presume prevail 

priority privacy private principal printer prior 

process produce production privilege procedure proceed 

profile progress progressive productive productivity professional 

prolong prominent promise prohibit prohibition projector 

proper property proportion promote promotion prompt 

protection provision proximity proposal propose protect 

publish publisher punctual publication publicity publicize 

purchase pursue pursuit 

Q  

qualification qualified qualify quality quarter questionnaire 

quota quote     

R  

rail railway raise rally rapid recall 

receipt reception recipe recipient recognition recognize 

recommend recommendation reconcile recover recovery recruit 

reference reform refrain refund refuse region 

register registration regret regular regulate regulation 

rehearsal rehearse reinforce reject rejection relatively 

release relevance relevant reliability reliable relieve 

reluctant remain remark remarkable remedy remind 

reminder removal remove renaissance renew renewal 

renovate rent rental repetition replace replaceable 

replacement reporter represent representation representative reputation 

request require requirement reside resident residential 

resign resignation resist resistance resolution resolve 

resort resource respond response restore restrict 

restriction resume retail retailer retire retirement 

retrieval retrieve reveal revenue review revise 

revision revolution reward rigid rigorous rival 

roast route routine   



S  

sample satisfied satisfy sauce scenery sail 

scent scheme screen scrub scrutiny scenic 

sculpture seal seasoning sector secure sculptor 

seek select selection seminar separate security 

sequence series serve server service separately 

shadow shampoo shift ship shipping set 

shower shuttle sightseeing sign significance shortage 

situation sketch slice slight slightly significant 

sneeze soak socket software solicitor snack 

solution sophisticated source space spacious solo 

specialize specific specify speed spice specialist 

sponsor sponsorship staff stall standard spicy 

stapler state statement stationery statue staple 

stew steward stewardess stock storm status 

strategic strategy strict strike striker stormy 

submit subscribe subscription substitute substitution studio 

subway sufficient suggest suggestion suit suburb 

summarize summary superior supervise supervisor suitable 

supply supportive suppose surf surgeon supplier 

surround surroundings survey suspend suspension surgery 

switch symphony symptom syndrome sustain 

T  

tag tailor tailor-made takeover tablet tactics 

taste tasty technician technique talented target 

tender tentative term terminal temporary tenant 

therapy thunder thunderstorm tightly texture therapist 

tolerance tolerant tolerate toll tip toast 

trace track traffic jam transition tornado tow 

treat treatment tremendous trend translate tray 

tunnel typhoon tsunami tuition 

U  

unpredictable unveil ultimate ultimately unemployed unemployment 

utility utilize upgrade urge urgent utensil 

utter 

V  

valid validity vast vacancy vacant vague 

vegetarian vehicle veil vendor venue verify 

version violate violation virus visual vital 

volume voucher vow 

W  

wage warehouse warrant warranty wave wireless 

workforce workshop worthwhile wound 



Y  

yacht yard 

 


